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Introduction & Problem Formulation
Goal: To reduce the word embedding size in pre-trained
language models by representing each word with compo-
sition of f low-dimensional embeddings shared between
vocabulary.

Spotlight:
• Substantially alleviates the number of embedding param-

eters in the embedding part through Cartesian product.
• Solves the out-of-vocabulary problem in the (masked)

language models.
• Subspace embeddings achieve compression rates beyond

99.8% in comparison with the original embeddings for
the language models on XNLI and GLUE benchmark
suites.

Problem Settings:
• Subspace Embedding (SE) describes the latent space of

contextual elements within a token, where each element
composes to form the original embedding.

• SE create an arbitrary-sized vector of each word that in-
corporates semantic relationships.
– We arbitrarily assign the subspace embedding to each

token based on its index and perform a Cartesian prod-
uct with subspace embedding to construct embedding
vectors

• Calibration of Subspace Embedding:
– Original embedding vectors: Ei, Ej , their SE vectors:

{vfi }, {v
f
j },∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., D}

– Conditions for uniqueness of partitioned embedding
vectors: f ∈ {1, 2, ..., F} such that {vfi } ̸= {vfj } and
i ̸= j

– A mapping function to transform original embeddings
to subspace embeddings, F : P → Q×. . .×Q, where
a set of the embedding index as P ∈ {1, 2, ..., D} ⊂ N
and Q = {1, 2, ..., Q} ⊂ N depicts a set of each SE
vector index

– Generalise via Cartesian product, F(n) = (c1 × c2 ×

. . .× cf )

f︷ ︸︸ ︷
(n, . . . , n)

– We have f distinct Q× (d/f) embedding table, where
each subspace

– Subspace embedding representation, vn =
⊕f=1,...,F vcf (n), where vn, vcf are the corresponding
embedding vectors and ⊕ denotes the concatenation
operation.

Contributions
A word embedding compression method for pre-trained
language models (PLMs) that
• allocates shared subspace embedding to the embedding

vector in two ways:
– It allocates sequentially using modulo operation
– It assigns dispersed subspace embedding using a pre-

trained language model with contextual information

Our Approach & Experiments
Techniques for Embedding Compression:

Language Model Settings:

Results on the GLUE Benchmark:

Results on Multilingual dataset: We use the XLM-R model based on the Unicoder [3]
to evaluate a cross-lingual transfer task. Our altered XLM-RS network with 250k and 63
number of embeddings for 3-SE, and 128 for clustered SE. The performances on English
dataset are 74%, 72.6%, and 72.9% for XLM-RS , 3-SE, and clustered SE.
Conclusion and Future Work:
• Introduced a novel compact embedding structure, which significantly reducing the num-

ber of parameters in neural language models.
• We intend to test and scale our embedding compression techniques on LLMs, catering

over 200M parameters.
• We evaluated our compact embedding structure on English/Multilingual datasets. Our

main structure of the pre-trained language model for downstream tasks follows RoBERTa
[1]. Also, we employ XLM-R [2] for performance tests of subspace embedding on mul-
tilingual datasets.
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